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The Red Tail camera operates in compliance with IEEE 802.11b/g/n using a 2.4
GHz carrier. Product has been tested for compliance to ANSI C63.4 & CFR 47
FCC Part 15 regulations on electromagnetic compatibility. Product has also been
tested for compliance to EN 300 328 V1.7.1
EN 301 489-1.7 V2.2.1
EN 301 489-1 V1.9.2
EN 62311:2008
EN55022:2010
EN 55024:2010
EN 6100-3-2:2006+A1:2009+A2:2009
Compliant to RoHS Directive 2011/65/EU

Disclaimer
The content of this manual and help screens within the applications are
believed to be accurate at the time of printing and posting. Due to ongoing
changes/improvements to the camera firmware or display device
applications, some content may not apply and some features may not be
mentioned. At the time of printing, the application versions in effect were:
iOS – 1.2
Android – 1.5
Red Tail for PC – 1.0.9 (Instructions in the Help screen of Red Tail for PC
should be used for the most up to date features)
Firmware version – U1.4 (within the camera)
Users may or may not be notified when new versions of applications are
posted. We are continuously making improvements based on customer
feedback and on-going development work. Check with respective stores
periodically for newer versions of your application.

Mounting Advice
The Red Tail Digital Spotting Scope uses a 300mm (focal length) lens to present
an image to the 5 MP sensor. This allows the user to experience very high
magnification (45X) with very high resolution (5 arc second). Given this high
magnification, the Field of View is only `1.1 degrees, so a solid surface / tripod /
bench should always be used. In addition, the clarity of the image is dependent
on minor adjustments of the focus ring, so again, a solid mounting system will
enable the user to properly focus the lens.
In addition to mechanical considerations, the amount of available light can
affect the frame rate experienced by the user. The sensor needs to collect enough
light to capture the frame and then reset to repeat the action to create the live
feed. Therefore, in low light conditions, the video image may appear grainy,
moving objects blurry and images may briefly “freeze” then continue. CMOS
sensors are more sensitive to light than the human eye, so even with reduced
light; the Red Tail will work well in dusk and dawn conditions.
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Getting Started
Download the RED TAIL application titled "

RED TAIL" at the
Play Store for Google/ Android or APP Store for Apple/iOS users. The
app is free.
TM

Connecting the RED TAIL to your APPLE/iOS or
GOOGLE/ANDROID device.

Ensure the Android or iOS product and Red Tail device is
charged.
The POWER switch on the camera is a 3 position switch.
See Figure 1. Move this switch to the Wi-Fi position.

If you are within a few feet of the camera, the camera antenna is
optional. Use of the protective cap on the camera antenna jack
is recommended when the antenna is not is use.
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USB/Off/WiFi
Slide Switch
Power on
Indicator

Battery
Charge
Indicator

Blue WiFi
Indicator

Your camera may not
have blue buttons
shown in this photo.

Figure 1
The blue Wi-Fi Indicator LED on the back of the camera should flash at
least once within 40 seconds of being turned on (excluding the initial flash
when the switch is moved to the ON position). It should continue to flash at
least once every 20 seconds or less.
If the blue LED does not blink within 40 seconds of being turned on
you may not be able to connect without switching the Red Tail camera
off and back on. This is a rare situation but it has been observed.

Go to the Settings menu on your display and view the available Wi-Fi
signals. The correct Wi-Fi name (SSID) should be:
Video Red Tail XXXXXX or Wi-Fi XXXXXX
where the "X" characters are unique to your Red Tail camera.
(This ID can be changed in the application settings menu.)
Select this name (SSID) to connect.
When the password blank appears, enter 12345678.
(This password can be changed in the application settings menu.)
Your device should now be capable of receiving images from the
Red Tail camera.
Battery Charge Indicator – This LED will be red when charging, green once
charged.
Power ON Indicator – LED will be in either on STATE, WiFi or USB.
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Using the
Open the

RED TAIL application

RED TAIL application

The opening screen appears as sown below.

Icon definitions:

View image in real time from the RED TAIL

TM

Settings. For setting operation mode, changing passwords,
Wi-Fi name, etc.
The Folder where snap shots and videos are automatically
stored. Use for viewing, deleting, exporting, or emailing snap
shots and videos only.
System Help files

Setting up Red Tail to receive images from the camera.

Click on the Settings icon
. Select AP mode. It may ask you
to confirm the change. Press OK.
If a message appears such as:
"If AP mode is the current mode………..client mode settings."
your device has lost connection with the Wi-Fi signal. Making
changes to mode settings in the app can cause this when other
strong Wi-Fi signals are present. This can cause your device to
jump to another signal. In this rare case you will need to reestablish connection of your device in the Wi-Fi settings of your
device.
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If the connection is successful, the opening screen is displayed
once more and the View icon
can be selected. Set the lens
focus to infinity (shortest lens length) and sight on a distant object.
The lens can focus a bit beyond infinity therefore distant objects
may not be focused with the lens fully retracted.
Note that the magnification of the lens is so high that the image
being viewed may not be recognized. Adjusting focus and camera
position may require some practice. A solid tripod is a plus. Holding
by hand is not recommended.

Camera Controls and Video Capture
Tapping the center of the video screen will cause a menu to toggle
on and off along the bottom of the screen as shown:
Figure 1
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Taking/Viewing a Picture – When in the View Screen, press the
Snapshot icon. With each press, a still photo is taken and saved in
the folder. To view the picture, select the folder icon and select
“Photo.”
Taking/Viewing a Video- When in the View Screen, press the
Video icon. The icon begins blinking indicating video streaming is
being captured. Press the blinking icon to stop. When video is
stopped, a file is created and stored in the folder. To view the video,
select the folder icon and select Video.

Folders for Saved Images and Video.
Photos Folder. Photos can be viewed, exported, emailed, or
deleted individually or in a selected group. To individually
manipulate an image from the Photos Folder, hold a finger down
on an image for a couple seconds then let go. The image enlarges
to full screen. Touching the screen repeatedly will toggle some
icons around the perimeter off and on. The icons along the
bottom from left to right are:

Email

Last Image

Next Image

Export

Delete

An arrow in the upper left corner returns to the main folder
screen. Selecting Delete will ask for a confirmation. Touching the
screen anywhere other than the "Delete" confirmation button will
cancel Delete. You can play with the other options without risk.
From the Main Photos Folders screen there is a "Select" icon in the
upper right corner. Touching this will add a check box space in
each thumbnail image, add an export icon at the left bottom of the
screen and a delete icon in the bottom right of the screen. Select
the images, then select either delete or export.
Videos Folder Videos can be viewed, deleted or exported. To
delete videos individually, select the Edit icon in the upper left
side of the screen. Select the video, then the red Delete button.
No further confirmation will be requested.
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To Export a video, touch the "I" icon to the far right of the name.
Touch "Export" to confirm, anywhere else to cancel.

Caution:
The folders within the app are intended to be temporary
holding places. For safe keeping, it is recommended that
photos and videos be exported outside of the app using the
Export function. Some app updates could cause these
temporary folders to be difficult to access.

To play a video, touch the name. To cancel playback, touch "Done"
in the upper left of the screen.
Multiple User Interaction
The 3 controls mentioned thus far are local functions within the RED TAIL app. In
others words, these functions do not send commands to the camera. Other controls
to follow, and some in the settings menu, (with the exception of 2 finger zoom) send
commands to the camera that affect other users logged on. Anyone connected can
make changes to the camera that, again, affect everyone viewing.

Zoom-In-Out
There are 2 types of zoom available, Step Zoom and 2 finger
sweep zoom.
Step Zoom
There are fixed zoom steps available using the Zoom Controls
labeled in figure 1. These controls respond slower because they
send commands to the camera that, in turn, change the content of
the data from the sensor being transmitted. Less detail is lost with
this zoom method than with the 2 finger sweep method. The
number of zoom steps available depends upon the Right Menu
resolution setting discussed on the next page. The number of circle
icons shown next to the Zoom Controls is the number of zoom
steps available. From 1 to 4 circles are always shown. The zoom
step currently in use shows the circle filled in instead of an outlined
circle. Allow a few seconds for each zoom step to take effect before
proceeding. The camera should be on for about 2 minutes before
response becomes normal.
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2 Finger Sweep
Placing 2 fingers together on the screen and spreading them will
cause a zoom up to 3 X . This is strickly a local operation within the
app using the same frames being transmitted from the camera.
Images zoomed in this way can get grainy (low in resolution). Older
apps did not have 2 finger zoom. Please update your app if this
function does not exist on your device. Recorded pictures will
ignore 2 finger views but photos viewed on the screen will respond
to this feature. When zoomed in this mode, the image can be
panned right, left, up, and down with one finger.
Both zooms can be used together without conflict.
Exposure
Auto exposure should be the most commonly used setting but can
be overriden for unusual lighting conditions.
To change, press the -\+ icon. This icon should toggle grey (off)
and ungreyed (ON) when pressed repeatedly. To use the + or –
buttons, the +/- icon must be grey.
It may take 3-5 seconds for changes to take effect. Rapid repeated
key presses can cause longer delays.

Press the -\+ button to return to Auto Exposure mode.
Battery Charge Indicator
Is lit when plugged in. Red if charging, Green if charged.
Power on Indicator will be on when in either USB or WiFi mode.
Resolution (File Size) Menu (Right Side Menu)
This menu is hidden in the right side of the Video Capture screen.
Press the small arrow (>) icon in the center of the right side of the
screen. The resolution menu will appear. Select the desired
resolution. Close the menu using the save arrow on the right side of
the viewing screen. If no arrows are displayed on either side, touch
the screen anywhere to toggle the screen icons on (or off). See
more on file size in Appendix A.
Camera Parameters Menu (Left Side Menu)
To open the Camera Parameters menu hidden in the left side of the
viewing screen, touch the arrow on the center of the left side of the
screen. If no arrow (<) is displayed, touch the screen anywhere to
toggle the screen icons on (or off). See Figure 2 for Left Side Menu.
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Pan & Tilt - The range of pan & tilt available is dependent on the
degree of zoom in effect at that time. If completely zoomed out, pan
& tilt will have no effect. See Zoom–In-Out function on prior page.

Figure 2

Other than Brightness, Contrast, Pan and Tilt, these are
considered to be advanced settings for making internal
camera changes. What these parameters do is beyond the
scope of this manual.
The brightness control in this menu is influenced by the auto
exposure status in the viewing screen. If adjustments are
made on this menu, the default icon at the bottom of the
screen can be used to return to factory settings.
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This table reflects the maximum number
Theoretical Max
of displays that can be simultaneously
Users
connected. Resolution (File size)
640 X 480
10
800 X 600
8
1024 X 768
6
1280 X 720
5
1280 X 960
5
2592 X 1944
3
Adding users reduces the frame rate as will environmental factors.

Charging the Red Tail
The best method for charging the Red Tail is using the AC adapter
provided. Charging can be done with other Type A USB ports but
some ports may not be able to provide the required current. Using
a laptop can drain it rapidly. DO NOT OPERATE THE CAMERA IN
WIFI MODE WITH A DRAINED BATTERY WHILE PLUGGED INTO
A COMPUTERS' USB PORT. The WiFi operating current plus the
charging current exceeds written USB standards. Although some
computers can handle this current, they are not required to do so to
meet the USB requirements. The camera can be operated in USB
mode while charging through a computer but the Red Tail for PC
software would have to be used. See the following section.
Using the Red Tail for PC software
PC based software is available for download from the
www.optexsys.com\redtail web page under "Downloads".
It is recommended you use the camera in USB mode with a cable
connected when using a PC. If WiFi mode is needed, be sure the
camera is fully charged first for the reason specified under Charging
the Red Tail section.
The user interface for PC is different that shown on this manual
athough some menus are similar. The PC version adds frame
cropping and file conversion. A help file under Tools in the program
provides details on using the PC software.
Sighting the Red Tail

Portion toward front of camera
Portion toward back of camera
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There are 5 "sights" molded into the sleeve around the lens that are
designed to look like this image when aligned to a target. The red
lines represent the imaginary center of the target. Granted that this
method will only get you close.
Adapting a Red Dot
For greater and faster targeting precision, a red dot accessory is
suggested. To mount one, an optional bracket is available. It
mounts to threaded holes on the side of the tripod mounting base of
the camera and adds a short Picatinny rail to the side of the
camera. A Picatinny rail is a universal mounting system for a wide
range of firearm accessories. Adding a "red dot" accessory to this
rail, once aligned, provides fast and accurate targeting. The
bracket part number is 51005148 but does not include the red dot
accessory. There are many on the market, available for under $50
at stores that sell fire arm accessories. Ensure that the red dot you
purchase can be mounted on a Picatinny rail that is only 1.125
inches long.

51005148 Bracket
Assy. (includes
Picatinny rail and
mounting screws)

Special NoteThe first production run
of cameras did not have
4-40 holes threaded in
the side of the tripod
mount base for the red
dot. Modified bases may
be available but they are
not field replaceable.
Contact the factory for
details.
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Red Tail with the
51005148 Bracket
Assembly.

Example of a
Red Tail with
one type of red
dot attachment.
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Specifications
OPTICAL
FOCAL LENGTH
MAGNIFICATION
FI ELD OF VIEW
FOCUS RANGE
RESOLUTION
FILTER SIZE
SENSOR
TYPE
MAXIMUM PIXEL DENSITY
DYNAMIC RANGE
SPECTRAL RANGE
SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO
PHYSICAL
MAX DIAMETER
LENGTH
MAX HEIGHT

300MM f6.3*
45X PLUS 4X DIGITAL ZOOM
56 FT AT 1000 YARDS, (1.1 DEGREES)
3 FT TO INFINITY
5 ARC SECONDS
55mm
COLOR CMOS
2592 X 1955 (5MP)
70.1db
380-650 nm
38.1 dB
2.55" (lens)
5.62
3.26

(MOUNT TO ANTENNA JACK)

WEIGHT
MOUNT
WIRELESS
CHARACTERISTICS
DISPLAY OPTIONS (USER
PROVIDED)

RANGE (UNOBSTRUCTED)
PROTOCOL
VIDEO PROCESSING
SCAN MODE

A/D CONVERTER

19.2 OZ
1/4-20 THREAD

iOS OR ANDROID (SEE SYSTEM
REQUIREMENTS)
150 FT MINIMUM
802.11 b/g/n
PROGRESSIVE
12-bit, 8-Bit R.G.B. to PC
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FRAME RATE
VS
SELECTABLE RESOLUTIONS

DIGITAL ZOOM
ELECTRICAL
VOLTAGE THROUGH USB
CURRENT DRAW
MAX CHARGING CURRENT
WIFI MODE OPERATING
CURRENT***
USB MODE OPERATING
CURRENT***
OFF CURRENT***
BATTERY
RUN TIME ON FULL
CHARGE
CONNECTORS
CHARGING SOURCES

5 fps @ 2592 X 1944
20 fps @ 1280 X 960
20 fps @ 1280 x 720
30 fps @1024 x 768
30 fps @ 800 x 600
30 fps @ 640 x 480
4 X MAX**
5.0 V
400 MA
500 MA
30 MA
5 MA
Rechargeable Lithium 1900mAh,
3+ HOURS
1 MINI USB
AC ADAPTER OR ANY USB SOURCE

ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS
(NON-CONDENSING)

OPERATING
TEMPERATURES
HUMIDITY RANGE
* EQUIVALENT TO 600MM
IN A 35MM FILM FORMAT
**LESS ZOOM IS
AVAILABLE AT HIGHER
SELECTED RESOLUTIONS
***WHEN FULLY CHARGED.
(Measured through USB
Cable)
ADD CHARGING CURRENT
WHEN NOT FULLY
CHARGED
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-10 TO +50 C (14 TO 122 F)
5-95%

System Requirements
iOS – 5.0 or later
Android 2.3 or later,
CPU Equal to Intel Core2 1.7 GHz min
Memory 1 GB min
Storage - recommended 8GB min
Red Tail for PC – Obtain from www.optexsys.com\RedTail
Windows XP/Vista/7/8/8.1 (32 & 64 bit)
CPU – Equal to Intel Core2 2.8 GHz min
Memory - 2 GB min
Wireless Wi-Fi Adapter for a wireless connection

BASE KIT - (Included Items)
-

RED TAILTM DIGITAL SPOTTING SCOPE

-

AC TO USB ADAPTER
USB TO micro USB POWER CABLE
RANGE EXTENDING ANTENNA
HARD CASE – Water Resistant

OPTIONAL Items and Replacement Parts (Part Number)
-

SLIK Mini Pro V (51005156)
The Red Tail Case is designed for this tripod.
Bracket Assembly, Red Dot (51005148)
Hoya UV Lens Filter – (51005159)
Cyber Power CPB4400 Battery Charger - (51005157)
The Red Tail Case is designed for this charger.
Antenna (51005158)
Antenna Jack Cap (51005134)
Lens Cap (51005152)
Instruction Manual (51005151)
available at www.optexsys.com\RedTail
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